
 

 

 

O‘ZBEKISTON RESPUBLIKASI  

XALQ TA’LIMI VAZIRLIGI 

NAMANGAN VILOYAT  

XALQ TA’LIMI BOSHQARMASI 

Norin tumanidagi 14-sonli ixtisoslashtirilgan  

Davlat umumta’lim maktab-internati 

ingliz tili fani o‘qituvchisi 

 Ataboyeva Yayraxonning 

ingliz tili fanidan 6-sinflar uchun 

“Save our rain forests” 

mavzusida tayyorlagan bir soatlik  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DARS ISHLANMASI 



Ushbu  dars  ishlanmada “Save our rain forests” noan’anaviy metodlar orqali 

tushuntirilgan bo’lib,  umumta’lim  maktablarining ingliz tili fani o’qituvchilari o’z dars 

jarayonlarida foydalanishlariga  tavsiya  etildi. 

 

 

 

Muallif:                                                                        Norin  tumani  14-IDUMI  

ingliz tili fani  

o’qituvchisi Ataboyeva Yayraxon 

 

Muharrir:                                       Norin tuman xalq ta’limi bo’limi  

Ingliz tili 

     fani uslubchisi _______________ 

 

Taqrizchi:                                                                    Norin  tumani  14-IDUMI  

ingliz tili fani  

o’qituvchisi Ro’ziyeva Feruza 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ushbu  dars  ishlanma  Norin  tumani  xalq ta’limi bo’limi  uslubiy  kengashining   

20___ – yil  ______________________  dagi  ______  - sonli  bayonnomasi  bilan  

tavsiya etildi.   



THE PLAN OF  THE THEME : 

“SAVE OUR RAIN FORESTS” 
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Theme: Save our rain forests! 

The  practical  aim  :   to develop pupils ` speech   skills  (  listening, reading and  

speaking).    

The  educational aim :  to introduce information about rain forests ,  to teach pupils to 

love nature and to take  care of nature. To   enable  pupils to talk   about  the role   of 

global  warming  in our  life & environmental pollution . 

The  upbringing aim : to  enable pp  to think  about  concern about the preservation of 

the environment and its protection from pollution  and  the exhausting natural resources . 

The equipment:textbook Fly high  6, board,visual  aids   and  chalk.     

I. The  procedure of the lesson: 

Greeting. 

Report of a pupil on duty. 

Check   up pupils`   homework. 

Create the English language   atmosphere    by  asking previous lessons. 

Teacher: What is the climate like in Uzbekistan? 

Pupil A:  It  is   hot and dry. 

Teacher: What is the climate like in  Central Africa? 

Pupil B:  It is  hot and wet. 

Teacher: Where do  lions/camels/ tigers/ bears  and  arctic foxes   live? 

Pupil C: They  live in  hot, wet ,dry  and tundra. 

Teacher: What is the climate like in Russia ?   

Pupil D: It is  tundra     and  cold. 

Teacher: What do you know about   the problem of Aral sea? 

Pupil E: The problem of Aral sea is a  problem of all humanity. People  wasted  a  lot of 

water  for  growing    fruit, vegetables  and  cereals. After   the rivers became  smaller   

the Karakum  and Kyzylkum  deserts  grew   bigger.  We   must   save   water!   



II. The main   part of the lesson. 

Teacher: Today  we shall have new  theme .We shall speak about rain forests   and how 

to save them. Look  at  the  map. The rain forests are situated  in the territory  of the 

South America , Central Africa  and   equatorial  territory of  Oceania. Rain forest is a 

forest with  tall trees. It rains a lot there.  The climate is hot , you know   it is   very  hot  

in   equator   and wet  there   because  forests  are  surrounded  by  rivers & oceans.    

Forests    are  destroyed  &  cut down  by people. 

Children now you will watch video scenes from Amazon rain forests.(MPG with video 

scenes from rain forests  is shown) 

Teacher: Where are the rain forests? 

Pupil  A: The rain forests  are in  central Africa , South America and  Asia. 

Teacher: What is the climate like in a rain forest? 

Pupil  B: It is hot and dry. 

Teacher: What countries have rain forest? 

Pupil C: Central African   and South American countries   have rain forests.  

Teacher: Was the area of rain forests bigger or smaller before 1945? 

Pupil  D: It  was bigger before 1945. 

Teacher: Why is the area of rain forests going down now? 

Pupil   E: Because people cut down rain forests. 

Teacher: What problems are there? 

Pupil    F: The air got down dirty. Animals and birds lost their homes. 

  

Ac 2a. Work in groups. Read the text and give a title. 

People cut  down  trees for  farms  , houses  , to make bread , to cook, to keep houses 

warm and to make paper. When   people   cut down trees they destroy forests. Over  the  

past  50  years people cut down  almost 50%   of the rain forests. Paper comes from 

trees. When we    use  a  lot of  paper  we must  cut down a lot of trees. Trees give us   



clean   air  and oxygen. Trees   are homes for many animals  and birds. So  trees are 

important  for us. We must take care of them: 

a)Save the world  rain forests; 

b)Earth is our home. 

Ac - 2b.Teacher: Dear  pupils you know   there are many types   of dictionaries: 

English- Uzbek,  

Uzbek –English .But  today you will have a chance  to work  with English – English 

dictionary .You must  read  the meaning and guess the  words. 

Cut down  (v) 

To  break  a tree. 

e.g. people cut down   trees to make homes. 

Destroy  (v) 

To  break  houses or forests. 

e.g.  The  earthquake  destroyed the city. 

Oxygen (n) 

A gas that has no   colour  or smell. It is  in  air. People,  animals and  plants  must  have  

oxygen    to live.   

e.g.  Trees    give   oxygen  to the air. 

Ac  2c. Work in pairs.    

Teacher  :How can we   help  rain forests? 

Pupil   A: Use both sides  of paper  . 

Pupil   B: Use old  paper  to clean   windows. 

Pupil   C: Don`t write   on the desks  in   school. 

Pupil   D: Plant trees. 

  



Ac- 3. Look  and  answer. 

 Teacher: Which  picture  means   to  recycle? 

 Pupils: The    first  picture  means  recycle. 

Pupils: The second one mean keep clean your country.  

Ac-4.  Look   at  the  picture  and  answer. 

Teacher: What  can we  recycle? 

Pupil A: We can  recycle  paper. 

Pupil B: We can  recycle  bottles. 

Pupil C: We can  recycle  plastic bottles. 

Pupil D: We can  recycle  magazines. 

Pupil E :We can  recycle  cardboard. 

Ac -5.  Work  in   groups. 

Teacher: Rain   forests   need   your   help. What can you do? 

Pupil A: We   must plant trees.   

Pupil B: We   must recycle old paper. 

Pupil C: We   must not cut trees .Because they give    us   oxygen  and  trees are  homes 

for many  animals  and  birds. 

Pupil D: We can  buy  recycled  paper. 

Teacher: Now let`s complete the cluster. 

  

Ac -6.  Teacher: Now you do the quiz. 

Teacher: This country is hot and wet? 

Pupils: Brazil. 

Teacher: These animals are white in winter?  



Pupils: Rabbit  

  

Teacher: The climate in Great Britain? 

Pupils: It is warm. 

Teacher: You should do it with water and energy? 

Pupils: It is tea. 

Teacher: The favorite drink in Great Britain? 

Pupils: The favorite drink in Great Britain is tea. 

  

Ac -6.  Teacher: Now  children you must fill the sentences with necessary  words. 

The Earth  is our____________.We  must  _________of  it. 

Global  warming comes from  ________________  we use. We  must  _____________  

clean of  country. Environment   is _________ by  ecologists , scientists. 

Home, keep, take care, energy, protect 

  

 Ac -6 b.Teacher: Now  we shall listen  a poem  “Hug the World”  

  Walking along feeling free, 

  Feeling the  earth here with  me, 

  And  I love her, she loves  me, 

  I hug  the  earth  , the  Earth hugs me. 

  She `s  our  friend, 

  We`d  like  to be  together forever. 

  The earth is a garden, 

  It is a beautiful  place 



  For  all living creatures, 

  For  all the  human race. 

  Helping Mother   Earth, 

  We can  peacefully roam, 

  We  all deserve  a place, 

  We  can  call our  home.  

  

Ac-7. Teacher: What children can do to save our world? 

Pupil A: We  are the children   and we are the world   and  we can do a lot  for   healing 

our world.    The first   we   must   plant trees. We must protect nature from pollution.  

Pupil: B: We must recycle paper. 

Pupil: C: We must save water   . 

Pupil: D: We can recycle plastic bottles. 

Pupil: E: We can save energy.  

Teacher: You know we are in a charge of the planet. We  don`t own of the planet, we 

have borrowed it  from future generation. So we must take care of nature. We must not 

spoil trees ,we must plant trees  and  recycle  old the things. Now children  let`s  sing  

together  a famous  song «Heal the world»  which was  written by king of pop music  

Michael  Jackson. 

  

II.The end of the lesson. 

Make a conclusion  

Estimating 

Homework Ex-1 Read   and  guess the new  words. 

  

 



 

 

Technological plan of the lesson in the 6th form 

Subject: The  English language 

Audience: The pupils of the 6th form 

Theme : Save our rain forests 

Vocabulary: rain forests , to heal, to recycle, reuse, to destroy, to cut down , oxygen. 

  

A  brief determination of the lesson(According to the state standards) 

What are the Rain forests ? What  can we do to save World rain forests? 

  
Method :speaking, listening, summarizing 

Equipment’s: The textbook   Fly High 6 , Questionnaires. MPG with video scenes from rain forests  is 
shown) 

Assessment : marks 

Form: Answering   the questions ,listening,  reading ,group work with a song 

to create a cluster. 

  
Aims  and outcomes  of the lesson 

  
The  practical  aim  :   to develop pupils ` speech   
skills  (  listening, reading and  speaking).    

  

The  educational aim :  to introduce information 
about rain forests ,  to teach pupils to love nature 
and to take  care of nature. To   enable  pupils to 
talk   about  the role   of global  warming  in our  life 
& environmental pollution . 

  

The  upbringing aim : to  enable pp.  to think  
about  concern  the preservation of the 
environment and its protection from pollution  and  
the exhausting natural resources . 

  

By the end of the lesson the pupils can do 

Understand the text  

Answer to the questions on the topic 

By the end of the lesson  the pupils will know 

a)     what are the rain forests. 

b)    how to save them. 

c)how to take care of nature and protect it from 
pollution 

  

By the end of the lesson pupils will understand   

Why it is important to save the world rain 
forests. 



What kind of tasks will be given 

1. Answer the questions. 

2. Work with English –English dictionaries. 

3. Read the   text  and give a title. 

4. Complete the notes. 

5.Create a Cluster  

  

Procedure end steps of the lesson 

Name of work Aim of work 

  

Time(minute) 

  
Organization moment Greeting and define   

   attendance of the pupils 

2 

Step 2. Reflection Asking previous lesson 5 
Step 3. Procedure of 
the lesson 

a)Introducing the new theme 

b)learning new vocabulary 

c)reading the text 

  

  

5 

3 

5 

Step 4. Consolidation 

  

a)answering the questions 

b) create a cluster on the topic 

c) do the quiz 

d)read the poem and to sing a 
song 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Step 5.Assessment 
outcomes 

Make a conclusion 3 

Step 6. Homework Ex -1Read and guess the word 2 
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